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«PROPHEZEY –
the Swiss Reformation»
World Reformation Exhibition: «Gates of Freedom»,
20 May – 10 September 2017 in Wittenberg.

The Federation of Swiss Protestant Churches
(FSPC) represents over two million Protestants in
Switzerland. Its 26 churches are founded in the
tradition of Zwingli and Calvin.
The FSPC is working for 2017 to be a year of commemoration and celebration for all Reformation
movements and traditions of the Late Middle
Ages. Switzerland will be on hand at the World
Exhibition to present the «other» Reformation
movement, which took place at the same time as
the German Reformation. Switzerland played its
own major role in the history of the Reformation
and Counter-Reformation, one which has left
its mark on its identity and culture to this day.

The Swiss manner of dealing with confessional
con-flict was also unique and had lasting effects
on the history and culture of the country, strengthening, for example, the political autonomy of
its municipalities and regulating the division of
authority between the federal and cantonal levels
in matters involving religion.
The Reformation was a multifaceted and international phenomenon. It cannot be understood in
purely confessional or national terms. The concept for the Swiss exhibition is thus ecumenically
oriented, and includes the involvement of the
Roman Catholic Swiss Bishops’ Conference.

The Swiss Pavilion
With its exhibition «Prophezey – the Swiss Reformation», the FSPC specifically chose an approach
focusing on cultural history instead of church or
confession.
The Swiss Pavilion would like to offer its visitors
an informative, atmospheric, and esthetic
experience, even allowing for a certain degree of
spirituality. It will reflect Switzerland as a country
and promote intercultural learning and an exchange in terms of the basic values and aspects of
European identity.
Basel-based architects Christ & Gantenbein, who
designed the pavilion, have described it as a trivial

shelter which mediates between «homeness» and
«holiness», while suggesting a place of production
like a factory or a sawmill.
Zurich Bible and Printing Press
Building on Luther’s ideas, Zwingli and Calvin
began a religious revolution in their towns of
Zurich and Geneva, respectively. Five centuries
later, the Prophezey Pavilion in Wittenberg will
serve to commemorate people, moments, objects,
and places connected to the Swiss Reformation.
The Zurich Bible and Froschauer’s printing press
will be a center of particular focus as well.

Welcome to the workshops of the Reformation!
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HELFEREI

The pavilion is
divided into four
thematic rooms.

The pavilion includes a fifth room as well to
receive visitors. In cooperation with the Reformed
Church of Zurich, information will be provided on
the activities of Switzerland’s churches in 2017.
Souvenirs will also be available.

IMPRESSUM
Room 1
VERANDA
As one approaches, one first sees silhouettes
reminiscent of the best known monuments to
Zwingli, Calvin, Luther, and Nicholas of Flüe.

Room 2
PROPHEZEY
THE ZURICH BIBLE

Room 3
FROSCHAUER
THE PRINTING PRESS

The famous Zurich Bible was printed by Froschauer
two months before Zwingli died at the 1531 Battle
of Kappel. It was the first complete Bible translated into German, three years before the Luther
Bible. Beginning in 1525, Zwingli and his friends
held daily translation workshops for laypeople to
participate in and work towards making the Bible
accessible to the people in their own language.
Each morning, they worked on the Old Testament
in the Zurich Grossmünster and every afternoon
on the New Testament at the town’s Wasserkirche. The translation team took particular
inspiration from Luther and attempted to adapt
German expressions for a Zurich audience. The
Bible edition, with fantastic woodcarvings by
Hans Holbein the Younger can be viewed at the
exhibition on a screen. The ideas, events, and
consequences of the Reformation in Switzerland
are presented alphabetically on six large panels.

This printing press, built especially for the
exhibition, is a contemporary interpretation of a
16th-century model. The invention of the printing
press by Gutenberg in 1450 led to a revolution
in culture, knowledge, and mentality. Historians
describe Luther’s Reformation as the first successful press campaign in history. During Luther’s
lifetime, an estimated 20 million people gained
access to literature inspired by the Reformation,
collections of sermons, and a large number of
Bible editions. The printing press was indeed a
driving force behind the implementation of the
Protestant agenda, with Christians receiving
direct access to Holy Scripture, as presented in a
language they could understand. At the pavilion,
the New Testament of the latest edition of the
Zurich Bible (2007) are being printed each day
using the printing techniques from the Reformation era, 500 years ago.

Room 4
KÜNSTLEREI
(THE ARTS)
THE ANGEL OF THE
APOCALYPSE
«And I saw another mighty angel coming down
from heaven, wrapped in a cloud, with a rainbow
over his head; his face was like the sun, and his
legs like pillars of fire. So I went to the angel and
told him to give me the little scroll; and he said
to me, «Take it, and eat; it will be bitter to your
stomach, but sweet as honey in your mouth.»
(Rev. 10:1,9) Hans Holbein the Younger illustrated
this apocalyptic scene in the wood carvings adorning the Zurich Bible, with images of the cosmos
being torn apart in the Last Days by the collision
of the Gospel and the World. The Reformation
founded its vision here in fantasy and vivid
imagery.
This room reflects the open nature of the Reformed Church, which celebrates community and
not hierarchy. The digital view of the outdoors is
a reference to nature here as well. As Zwingli said
about art in the church: «The elaborate adornments are no more than a swindle.» The hymn
«Holy God, We Praise Thy Name» – presented
at the exhibition in a jazz version – is the most
popular Christian religious song, sung by both
Catholics and Protestants.
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